Designer Dessert Sauces

Always

in great taste .

FASHION THE MOST MEMORABLE
DESSERTS EVER. Eye appeal and fabulous fresh

taste are easier then ever with Lyons Designer Dessert
Sauces™. Packed in convenient, ready-to-use squeeze
bottles – just one touch and your customers will be dazzled
by a whole new level of flavor and excitement.

CREATIVITY, QUALITY AND PROFIT
THAT’S ALWAYS IN GREAT TASTE
Now there’s an easy way to offer your customers rich, indulgent desserts
that please the eye as well as the palate. From banquet to white tablecloth
to casual concept dining, Lyons Designer Dessert Sauces can quickly
add value and profit to your dessert and pastry operation. Our
viscosity can hold up from design to table, even when
plating and preparing hundreds of desserts at a time.
And their ease of use can give casual operations a
simple and quick addition of flair – transforming the
ordinary to the extraordinary with just one squeeze.

CREATIVITY
ALWAYS AT HAND

ADD MORE PROFIT
THAN EVER

Packed in round, easy-to-handle
squeeze bottles, Lyons Designer Dessert
Sauces were designed specifically for
food service applications. Creativity is
assured thanks to a variety of dispensing
tips that come in each case – both a
fine tip for intricate decorating and
a wide opening flip top for topping
use are included.

A little Lyons Designer Dessert Sauce
goes a long way to adding value and
a more satisfying dessert experience for
your customers. Exciting dessert presentations will build your sales
and profits like never before.

QUALITY
AND VARIETY
WITH A SQUEEZE
Premium fruit purees, imported cocoa,
and the highest quality fresh dairy
products go into the Lyons Designer
Dessert Sauces line. Each flavor
is specially formulated for plate
merchandising, giving you the ideal
viscosity for plating desserts without
masking the fresh, full flavor of the
sauce itself.

DESIGN TASTE
TEMPTING
BREAKFAST
AND BEVERAGE
ITEMS TOO
Lyons Designer Dessert Sauces also
allow you to drizzle or decorate more
excitement on coffee drinks, mochas,
frozen drinks and dessert cocktails.
Breakfast items like crepes, French
toast, pancakes and waffles will
get a real boost.

Available in 9 fresh,
taste-tempting flavors:
Caramel, Chocolate, White Chocolate,
Cinnamon, Raspberry, Mango,
Kiwi Lime, Strawberry and Blackberry.
Great taste also comes in pairs thanks
to our 12 bottle assorted pack that
gives you multiple flavors and variety.

Designer Dessert Sauces

Item No.

Product Description

Pack

Ship Weight

Designer Dessert Sauces
2661

Caramel

12/17oz.

14.0

2662

Raspberry

12/15oz.

13.0

2663

Chocolate

12/16oz.

13.5

2664

Mango

12/15oz.

13.0

2665

Kiwi Lime

12/16oz.

13.5

2666

White Chocolate

12/16oz.

13.5

2636

Cinnamon

12/16oz.

13.5

4696

Strawberry

12/16 oz.

13.8

4697

Blackberry

12/16 oz.

13.8

2667

Assorted Pack

12 Bottles

13.5

Packaging Specifications
Case Dimensions

12.13” x 7.94” x 7.69”

Case Cube

0.428

Cases Per Pallet

120
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